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Jun 25, 2019 
 
Forest Supervisor James Melonas 
 
Dear Forest Supervisor Melonas, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Scoping Document for 
the Santa Fe Mountains Landscape Resiliency Project. I appreciate the 
Forest Service soliciting public comment on this project, but have a 
number of concerns with the Forest Service's proposal: 
 
1. An EA is inappropriate for a project of this scale and complexity 
that impacts many threatened and sensitive species, old growth forests, 
roadless areas and streams and riparian areas. Because this project 
will have significant impacts to these and other resources, a thorough, 
site-specific analysis of all environmental impacts in an Environmental 
Impact Statement is required. 
2. The Forest Service must analyze a full range of alternatives to the 
agency's proposal, including the Santa Fe Conservation Alternative 
submitted by WildEarth Guardians and others. 
3. The Forest Service must identify and implement the minimum road 
system on a landscape scale and employ a thoughtful, strategic approach 
to assuring public access while reducing negative impacts from forest 
roads to water quality and aquatic habitats, and improving watersheds 
and forest resiliency by returning expensive, deteriorating, and 
seldom-used forest roads to the wild. 
4. The Forest Service must consider the best available science. The 
agency cannot cherry-pick the science and data to support its proposal 
while ignoring contrary, credible views and data. 
5. Climate change intensifies the adverse impacts associated with tree 
thinning, prescribed burning, and roads. The Forest Service must 
consider the risks of increased disturbance when analyzing the proposed 
project, as part of the affected environment, and as part of the 
agency's hard look at impacts. 
6. The Forest Service must analyze the cumulative impacts of the 
proposed project with all other past, present and foreseeable future 
projects within the broader landscape, including the Hyde Park and 
Pacheco Canyon projects, livestock grazing, and motorized use. 
 
This, like numerous other issues (climate change, food labeling, gun 
safety, immigration reform, prison reform, education reform, short-term 
lending regulation, healthcare reform, banking regulation, opioid 
regulation) remains a vexing problem primarily due to corporations' 
ability to curry favor with elected officials.  The corrupting 
influence of money in our political system is undermining our 
democratic traditions and discouraging Americans from voting and/or 
running for office.  This ominous development may well end our 
experiment in representative democracy unless we alter this 
decades-long trend.  For the sake of the republic, we must amend the US 
Constitution to state that corporations are not people (and do not have 



constitutional rights) and money is not speech (and thus can be 
regulated by state and/or federal campaign finance laws).  Short of 
accomplishing this, no other reform of significance will be achieved. 
The moneyed interests will turn any reform to their benefit, often at 
the expense of the nation as a whole. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
James Klein 
3501 Monterrey St. 
Corpus Christi, TX 78411 
jeklein64@yahoo.com 
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